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ABSTRACT: 

In Robot design, thinking about human-machine interface design has become important. 
Robots can show us various emotions: walking, laughing, interacting and many human 
behaviors. It is not a dream for a human and a robot to live together in everyday life. At that 
time, we designers should discuss the emotion of robots when the robots interact with us. For 
example, when we think about the design of a rescue robot, we have to consider that the robot 
must not create fear for the person waiting for rescue. Creating new emotions for robots will 
create a new world of interaction between humans and machines.  
 
Our purpose is to explore the possibility of designing the interface of a robot with human 
emotional characteristics. We tried to design a robot that had “MOE” emotion. Moe is written 
with the wrong Chinese character for the verb MOERU “to catch fire”. This character now 
expresses a rarified pseudo-love toward fictitious characters and their related embodiments. 
And we compared three types of robot models on factor analysis. 
 
In this analysis, we considered: (1) the effect of MOE emotional characteristics and (2) the 
possibility of using animation techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1-1 Personification in Japan 
 
Nowadays, robot studies is prospering in all over the world. In the past, robots meant 
industrial robots to replace human labor. But in recent years, many kinds of robots have been 
developed, for example, the human care robot, the disaster relief robot, the animal robot, and so 
on. 
Of all these, the animal robot is the most novel. Humans don’t have feelings for ordinary 
machines such as refrigerators, cleaners, and cars. Why should human beings is treat robots 
with feelings? 
 
In particular, Japanese people tend to have feelings for humanoid robots. Many Japanese 
people grow up with the comic character “Astro Boy” created by Mr. Osamu TEZUKA. Atom is 
a dream robot. He can understand human feelings, and he flourishes with a robot’s own brute 
force. Actually, many researchers wish to study robot engineering, because they are fascinated 
by Atom. But I have another explanation for human fondness of robots. 
 
In Japan, we have thought that everything exists with its own god. Not only living animals and 
plants, but also non-living things like teacups and chopsticks have their own gods. So Japanese 
people treat everything as alive. Adopting polytheistic thought like this, Japanese people are 
inclined to have feelings for artificial things. 
 
 
1-2 Product Design with Emotional Character 
 
Now, only few Japanese people lead a traditional religions life like this. Today, these are 
festival events to thank our ancestors for giving us good things in life. But, with mass 
production of disposable products, people don’t pay much special respect to things. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1  “FASTECH-TAN” 



However, the effect of this traditional religions thought has spread, in particular in the world of 
line Internet. Figure1 shows the character “FASTECH-TAN”, which was modeled on the 
next-generation Shinkansen test train “FASTECH360S” (or “FASTECH360Z”). 
 
It is professed by many people on the Internet that a thing exists only as a thing and not a 
living thing essentially. When people regard a thing as an idol, the things comes to be a god. 
This is similar to making an idol in religion. 
 
In this section, I picked up “FASTECH-TAN” as an example of impersonation. 
Actually many things are impersonated, for example, food, vehicle, computer, computer 
operating system, website, and social networking service. 
 
Personification is not a rare phenomenon, and is not a phenomenon of recent years. But 
characters having unique Japanese emotions have been impersonated in recent years. Its 
emergence and popularization is related to the Internet. 
In the case of “FASTECH-TAN”, the character is developed at one time, regardless of when 
“FASTECH-TAN” was created by Mr. Yoshiaki SUGIURA. 
 
The character was impersonated more widely, but it was under-known. One reason is more less 
exposure for the medium. On the other hand, the most important reason is that the character 
was not developed for someone. Impersonated characters discover unique Japanese emotions 
within themselves, and people care for these characters. 
 
The reason that Japanese people have empathy for robots is camaraderie through 
personification expressed as a longing for robots. 
 
 
1-3 The Problem of Uncanny Valley in a Robot 
 
The Uncanny Valley is a hypothesis in robotics concerning the emotional response of humans 
to robots and other non-human entities. It was introduced by Japanese roboticist Masahiro 
MORI in 1970. 
 
This hypothesis states that as a robot is made more humanlike in its appearance and motion, 
the emotional response from a human being to the robot will become increasingly positive and 
empathic, until a point is reached beyond which the response quickly becomes that of strong 
repulsion. However, as the robot’s appearance and motion continue to become less 
distinguishable from a human being's, the emotional response becomes positive once more and 



approaches human-human empathy levels (Fig.2). 
 
This area of repulsive response aroused by a robot with its appearance and motion being 
between a "barely-human" quality and a "fully human" one is called the Uncanny Valley. The 
name captures the idea that a robot which is "almost human" will seem overly "strange" to a 
human being and thus will fail to evoke the empathetic response required for productive 
human-robot interaction. 

 
Fig.2 The uncanny valley 

 
Figure 2 compares non-moving things (dolls, rag dolls, etc) with moving things (robots). The 
dolls and rag dolls do not cause, the uncanny valley easily. Mr. Mori talks about this point, “if 
you want to relieve or conquer of the uncanny valley, you should aim the summit and its 
environs that stands left of the uncanny valley.” 
 
On the basis of this thought, I made a doll-like robot. In other words, doll-likeness is the most 
human likeness. Moreover, I aim to relieve and conquer the uncanny valley and to control 
human feeling through reflection on signs (Fig.3). 

 
Fig.3  The robots and Japanese peculiar emotion 



2.PROCESS OF ROBOT MAKE 

2-1 Select Model of Robot 
 
I want to relieve the uncanny valley with unique Japanese emotion. So I made a woman robot. 
General by speaking, Japanese people’s emotion is aroused by woman robots. 
 
 
2-2 Decide of Robot size 
 
I decided to downsize this study robot, because I had limited funds. I bought a robot kit for 
hobbyists that was 35 centimeter in size. And I improved it. The body of the robot has to be 
small and light for it to be moved by a small motor. Therefore, I decided to make a half-size 
robot of a human being. 
 
The limbs of human beings change in size with age. Internet investigation revealed the fact 
that the ideal average age was 16 years old for an object of unique Japanese emotion. But a 
16-year-old woman robot’s arm is too thin to sheathe motor. Then, I used a 7-year-old-woman 
robot in this study. 
 
 
2-3 About robot name 
 
The name of the robot is important to give it character. The secret of unique Japanese emotion 
is the religious icon within one’s self. The icon is beautiful, but it has no entity. So, this study 
robot is named “MIKAGE”. “MIKAGE” means embodiment of icon. 
 
 
2-4 Make Body of “MIKAGE” 
 
In this section, I talk about the method to make the body of MIKAGE (Fig.4). 
01) I made a paper pattern. 
02) I shaped expanded polystyrene. 
03) I made the shape of MIKAGE’s body with paper clay. 
04) I gave 03) a coat of fand. 
05) I folded up thin vinyl for to 04). 
06) I papier-mache with Japanese paper. 
07) I gave 06) a coat of fand. 



08) I removed 07) from an archetype. 
09) I cut the parts that no I did not want. 
10) I applied resin to the back of the body parts. 
11) I putty the outside. 
12) I polished the surfaces of the body parts. 
13) I bore some holes for screws, and fitted some nuts. 
14) I coated the body parts with paint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4 
 
 
2-5 Input of Motion 
 
The sign includes motion. So the robot should have good motion to thrill people’s heart. Then, I 
programmed “MIKAGE” to have three motions (Fig.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 



3. INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS 

In this part of the study, I inquire into whether “MIKAGE” can ease up the uncanny valley or 
not. In 3.1, I talk about taking a picture to be used in the survey. In 3.2, I surveyed on 
“MIKAGE” using the semantic differential method.  
In 3.3, I talk about the result of the survey. 
 
 
3-1 Take a Picture 
 
I took photographs and movies to use in the survey. The photograph location was a photo studio 
in my university. And the movie location was in my university. 
 
 
3-2 Survey 
 
The survey questionnaire has 10 key words organized in 50 pairs. The panelists looked at a 
movie of the three robots, and evaluated each robot in terms of the 50 pairs of pair of adjectives. 
The three Robots are ”FT”, “MIKAGE”, and “ACTROID-DER2 ” (Fig.6).  ”FT” was made by 
Robogarage Company.  “ACTROID-DER2” was made by Kokoro Campany. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6 
(left: ”FT”, center: “MIKAGE”, right: “ACTROID-DER2”) 

 
In 2007 on January 15th, I surveyed. Before the survey, I explained the plan of my study to the 
panelists. I got 110 responses from university students. 
 



3-3 Results of Survey 
 

About ”FT”: 

The pairs of adjectives that many panelists responded to strongly were “white-black”, “old-new”, 
and “dirty-pretty” (Graph 1). So, ”FT” seems to be household by panelists. Many people connect 
it with existing robot images, that was made unconscious by humans self. In a word, people 
have knowledge this robot is more of a moving thing a common robot. 
 
About “MIKAGE”: 

The pairs of adjectives that many panelists responded to strongly were “nice-hard”, 
“agreeable-not agreeable”, ”funny-obnoxious”, and “favorite-dislike”(Graph 2). So the panelists 
responted without making a comparison between “MIKAGE” and the other robots. In other 
words, I guess the panelists responded with their sensibility. I guess this is related to the high 
scores they gave only the “MIKAGE”. 
 
About “ACTROID-DER2”: 
The pairs of adjectives that many panelists responded to strongly were 
“quick-late”, ”correct-incorrect”, “pointless-acute” and so on (Graph 3). So the panelists 
compared “ACTROID-DER2” with human beings. Or, they thought robots compared favorably 
or unfavorably with human beings. On the other hand, people connect this robot with 
existenting robot images. 
 



Graph 1 
The examples of the pairs of adjectives and these the first factors (FT) 
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Graph 2 
The examples of the pairs of adjectives and these the first factors (MIKAGE) 
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Graph 3 
The examples of the pairs of adjectives and these the first factors (ACTROID-DER2) 
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4. CONCLUSION 

I learn three things as a result of the study. First, it is impossible to make a shape that 
expresses emotional character, so long as we make it just with a basic robot kit. Second, the 
uniform of the waitress is effective as a design to arouse Japanese people’s emotion. Third, the 
emotional characteristics of a robot can have an influence on the impression that we have about 
the robot. 
 
The term robot at present is inaccurate, because it includes many things for many uses. What 
is the difference point between a doll and a robot? For example, is a moving doll a robot? And is 
a still robot doll? I can’t answer these questions clearly. But the boundary between robots and 
dolls is obscure. It means robots are similar to dolls. 
 
Then, what do you think about humans and robots? Now, human beings can’t regard robots as 
human beings. Because now the technique is not perfect. But in the future, when robots will be 
more human-like as a result of technical innovation, how will we feel? There will surely be 
more little differences left. 
 
A humanoid robot can’t be made with only a technique. Making a complete humanoid robot 
requires many techniques to arouse human feeling and sense with its shape and movement. So, 
I think of the idea of adding Japanese emotion to the robot. Then, I will find a powerful sign 
that controls human feeling, especially unique Japanese emotion that controls love affairs. I 
think, if I use it for robots, they will be liberated from their present limits.  
 
If you are interested in robot design through my study, and if you understand the possibility of 
product design with unique Japanese emotion, it is my pleasure. 
 
 

APPENDIX: 

 “MIKAGE” can make half size, because I have inadequate technique and small fund. Suppose 
I try a full-dress verification, I must make a new robot of the same scale of human being. And 
“MIKAGE” have no countenance. Countenance is very important to feel expression. If she can 
move her eyes or her mouth, she will be able to express more feeling. 
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